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Introduction

In presenting this booklet to you we do so, not only in an effort to sell you machines and novelties, but also in an honest endeavor of placing you in a better financial condition. In our twenty years experience we can point with pride to the thousands of successful operators whom we have started on the road to success, oftentimes by the operation of a single machine.

It is not too late now to make a start as we have in our extensive line machines for every location and condition that will earn from 100% to 500% on the investment easily and quickly. For so-called closed territories we have legitimate machines that are enormous money getters, as for example the weighing or vending types. For open districts we have an endless variety from one slot to eighteen slot designs and for any imaginable coin.

Descriptions contained herein are but partial but they convey a good idea of the different constructions and their uses. Any additional information desired will be cheerfully furnished upon receipt of your request.

Why not join the long list of satisfied Caille customers?
CAILLE'S LIBERTY OR OPERATOR
BELL De LUXE.

Handsome carved case, highly nickeled.

Mechanical parts of metal. Clock work regulator. Wearing parts of steel, malleable and brass.

Large money box holds $100.00.

Improved coin detector. Shows coins played. Same shows from front or back.

Cut-out pays out checks from 1 to 90, good in trade. Pay tube may be filled from outside.

Percentage regulator changes profits from 25% to 50% without change of reward card.

Separator throws nickels into cash box and checks into bank. Can be set to pay out only checks, or as a straight nickel machine.

Gum is given out by clerk when used as gum machine.

Liberty Bell De Luxe has card slots etc., on steel reel. Operator Bell has fruit emblems.

Size 22x13x12 inches. Weight 70 lbs.
Price (either style) $60.00

CAILLE'S LIBERTY OR OPERATOR
BELL DeLUXE SIDE VENDER.

Our famous Bell De Luxe with gum chamber attached. This magazine holds 65 packages of gum. Machine gives gum only when nickels are played. Gum chamber is entirely of metal, nickel plated, and adds but 4 inches to width and 12 pounds to weight of Bell. Same is under separate lock and cannot be manipulated.

Size 22x17x12 inches. Weight 82 lbs
Price $75.00

CAILLE'S FUTURE PLAY.
(Counter Style)

Built to satisfy a demand for machine to be used on counters or bars.


Indicating disc tells player what he will get before depositing nickel in slot. Rewards in gum and checks in amounts from 2 to 20.

Separator divides nickels and checks. No gum delivered on checks unless so desired.

Magazine holds 65 packages of gum. Second package stays in container until first is removed.

Percentage device: reloader as in cabinet style.

Size 22x17x12 inches. Weight 85 lbs.
Price $85.00
(See Cabinet Style, page 4.)

CAILLE'S JEWEL FORTUNE TELLING
GUM VENDER.

Attractive, legitimate, gum vender and fortune wheel.

Delivers package of gum, tells fortune and occasionally a single check for 10c to $1.00 in trade.

Has 81 spaces on reel in each of which is lithographed a beautiful jewel in natural color. Five different jewels used.

Handsome golden oak cabinet with nickel plated trimmings.

Pay-out has 8 tubes, each holding different colored metal checks.

Coin detector shows last coin played.

Size 28x14x18 inches.

Checks paid out by Jewel cannot be played back into machine.

Price $50.00

Weight 25 lbs.
CAILLE'S DANDY GUM VENDER.

Just recently placed on the American market. Previously built for foreign use. Gives full five cent package of gum for each nickel, and if revolving arrows stop on two horse shoes machine pays out five checks, each good for five cents in trade.

Cabinet of oak, with handsome metal front rich in enamel, Top nickel plated. Dandy gum is delicious and highly flavored.

Size 23\times15\times9\frac{1}{2} inches.  
Weight 30 lbs.

Price $40.00.

Gum for Dandy Vender $7.50 per 1000 pkgs.

CAILLE'S LITTLE DREAM.

Counter gum and trade machine. Big hit with the public. Earns as high as $10 per week for owner. Occupies little space. Golden oak cabinet with glass front showing pin board. Coins travel through these pins dropping in pocket below, determining rewards. These coins drop into money drawer when plunger at right is pressed.

Little Dream is mounted on rubber bumpers which prevents scratching counter.

Size 20\times14\times8 inches.  
Weight 15 lbs.  
Price ........................................... $10.00  
Gum for same, $1.75 per 1000 pieces.

CAILLE'S INDIAN PIN POOL

A game of skill. Player inserts pin in hole below number he wishes to play; places coin in slot and strikes same with finger.

Coin will drop into a pocket in lower part of machine. If it falls into the one locked with the pin, player is rewarded as per direction card. If coin drops below, player loses. By removing pin the winning coin also drops into box below.

Excellent to place on percentage. Oak cabinet with glass front and back, showing all coins played. Money box is partitioned and shows the operator just what rewards have been paid out.

Size 18\times14\times8 inches.  
Weight 18 lbs.  
Price ........................................... $8.00
CAILLE'S SILVER CUP.

Combination trade check or money machine. Five may play at one time or one may play all five slots. Has two color dials, which spin in opposite directions. If color played shows on both dials between the arrows, Silver Cup pays out rewards from 10c to $2.00.

Perfect coin-detector; last coins always in sight.

Separating device separates nickels from checks.

All metal construction; case beautifully nickel-plated; metal dials in handsome colors.

Entirely automatic pay-out device.

Size 19x12x11½ inches. Price $75. Weight 72 lbs.

CAILLE'S LITTLE ROULETTE.

(6 WAY)

A Roulette in compact form, for nickels. Player puts nickel in any slot, pushes plunger at upper right and operates handle. Steel ball rolls around rim and drops into a pocket at outer edge of pay wheel. This works the cut out instantly without waiting for wheel to stop revolving.

Separating device separates nickels and checks. Governor is clock-work movement and fan. Locking apparatus controls pay out, preventing rewards being paid out if machine is tipped or tilted. A register warns the owner. Plunger at upper right is pressed when coin is played, which prevents other coins being played, thus avoiding clogging of coins. Pay-out pays accurately from 5 to 29 checks and holds about $3.00. Coin Detector shows last coins played. Color Wheel is 8 inches in diameter, beautifully colored. Top is of iron, nickel-plated and holds heavy French plate glass, handsome gold oak cabinet, quarter sawed.

Every machine is fully warranted. Can be used for straight money machine if desired.

Size 17x13½x13½ inches. Weight 65 lbs.

Price (including checks), $100.

CAILLE'S CHECK BOY.

For checks or nickels; pays out automatically in checks only.

Magazine holds 1000 checks, check tube may be filled from outside. Check-Boy has percentage regulator which changes the earnings as desired.

Works are entirely of metal, easily removed from case.

Quartered oak cabinet with entire metal front, nickel plated.

Fifty color spaces on reel paying from 2 to 40 checks.

Last coin played shows in front.

Size 18¾x18¾x14 inches. Weight 60 lbs.

Price .............................................. $60.00

CAILLE'S BIG STAR SIX.

Pays 5 for 1 on every color and the only 5 for 1 check machine made. Pays rewards automatically.

Reel has 36 color spaces.

Mechanism is strongly constructed and entirely of metal. Metal Front is handsomely nickel-plated. Case of golden oak.

Coin detector shows last coins played. Cannot be tampered with.

Size and weight same as above.

Price .............................................. $60.00
CAILLE'S TIGER.

Fortune Telling Trade Machine for nickels, quarters or half-dollars. Pays out single checks good for 5 to 20 cigars.

The Tiger is a five way machine. All slots can be played at one time but only one can win.

Fortune Reel has 27 spaces showing card spots. Fortunes are clever and interesting. Flags on reels instead of card spots if desired.

Pay-out or bank holds 500 checks and is automatic.

Mechanism is of metal. Case of metal heavily nickel plated.

Tiger has revolving base.

Coin detector shows last coin played.

Size 14x13x12 inches. Weight 50 lbs.

Price, nickel play (including checks) ... $40.00

Price, dime, quarter, half dollar ... $45.00

CAILLE'S SPECIAL TIGER.

Similar to Tiger but with larger opening in front, showing three spaces on reel.

Has plugging device which automatically plugs high colors when they are played or machine may be run open, as desired.

Size and weight same as above.

Price (5c play) ... $45.00

Price (10c, 25c and 50c play) ... 50 of

CAILLE'S BASE BALL. (5 WAY)

Penny play machine which pays its own rewards, in single checks, valued at 5c to 30c. Checks cannot be played back into machine.

All slots may be played at one time but only one can win.

Reel has fifty spaces, half of which are paying colors.

Pay-out consists of five tubes holding 500 checks and have special locking caps which prevent shaking out of checks.

Last coins played show in detector, which cannot be manipulated.

Constructed of metal. Mechanism strong and accurate; case highly nickelled.

Can be had for nickel play, but penny play is more popular.

Size 14x13x12 inches. Weight 50 lbs.

Price (1c or 5c) ... $45.00

CAILLE'S PURITAN.

A combination machine for pennies, nickels or dimes. Has three reels with numbers on each from 0 to 9.

Separating device delivers every fifth or seventh coin to drawer in front, this being the owner's rake-off. Out of the rest rewards are paid and balance given to proprietor.

Register device counts every nickel.

Several different reward cards with each machine.

Puritan is entirely of metal.

Mirror shows numbers from the back.

Size 10x8x7½ inches. Weight 22 lbs.

Price ... $21.00
CAILLE’S PILGRIM.
(For Pennies, Nickels, Dimes).

A draw poker machine. First coin operates all five reels; second coin gives player chance to draw to his hand one or more cards by simply pushing down levers corresponding to reels he wishes held; other reels will spin when second coin is played.

Pilgrim is all metal. Case nickeled. Has separating device delivering every fifth or seventh coin to front drawer, rest to rear drawer for rewards and proprietor’s share. Register attachment counts every nickel. Mirror reveals from rear combinations turned up on reels.

Made in four styles—A, B, C, D.
Style A—Has cards on reels.
Style B—Has fruit emblems on reels.
Style C—Has figures 0 to 9 on reels in three color combination.
Style D—Has figures from 1 to 18 in four color combination. 1 representing ace and 18 representing king.

Size 12x10½x10 inches. Weight 30 lbs.
Price (any style) $30.00

CAILLE’S MAYFLOWER.
For Pennies, Nickels, Dimes.

Smallest all-metal counter machine ever made. All metal mechanism. Case highly nicked. Register attachment records all coins played. Separator delivers every fifth or seventh coin to front drawer and rest to rear drawer. Has no drawing feature like Pilgrim.

Several different reward cards accompany each machine.

Choice of four styles:
A—Card spots on reels,
B—Fruit emblems on reels.
C—Numbers from 0 to 9 in three-color combination.
D—Numbers from 1 to 18, representing ace to king in four-color combination.

Size 10x8½x8½ inches. Weight 20 lbs.
Price (any style) $25.00

CAILLE’S JUMBO PURITAN.
(For Pennies, Nickels or Dimes).

In general, like the “Puritan,” but on larger scale. Big figures on reels that are easily read.

Entirely of metal; case nickel plated. Mechanical parts perfect.

Numbers from 0 to 9 on reels in three-color combination.

Large money drawers separately locked; mirror on top that shows numbers on reels from the back; register device; separator that divides operator’s and merchant’s share of rake-off, can be set to deliver every fifth or seventh nickel to front drawer.

Different reward cards with each machine.

Attendant may have access to rear drawer and to mechanism without disturbing front drawer.

Jumbo Puritan is made in one style only.

Size 10x9x6½ inches. Weight 20 lbs.
Price $30.00.

CAILLE’S HY-LO.
(Draw Poker).

Caille’s Hylo is a draw poker machine, penny or nickel play. First coin operates all five reels. To draw to or fill hand drop penny in each slot, corresponding to reel desired spun, and operate handle. A third play on machine spins all reels.

All metal case and mechanism, former being heavily nicked.

Size, Counter Style, 13x12x10½ inches. Weight 50 lbs.
Price (Counter Style) $35.00
On Royal Pedestal $44.00
CAILLE'S DRAW POKER.

Similar to Hylo in operation but two plays are allowed on one coin. First coin spins all five reels; second operation spins all reels not held by finger levers at top, which must be held down during second operation of machine.

Cards are placed tangent to the hubs of reels and not on wheels, as in other style machines.

Glass front in Draw Poker machine reveals entire card reels.

Size 12½ x 12½ x 9½ inches.
Weight 35 lbs.
Price ............ $35.00

CAILLE'S QUINTETTE.

Five machines in one. Construction perfect, materials being of steel, brass or malleable. Coin slots numbered to correspond with numbered reels.

Coin detector shows last coin played and cannot be manipulated.

Beautiful gold top pedestal with column and base richly enameled. Golden oak cabinet. Makes most striking floor machine.

Size 75 x 24 x 12 inches. Weight 150 lbs.
Price .................. $55.00

CAILLE'S JOCKEY.

A distinctive three-way card machine for nickels and pennies.

One, two or three plays may be made at one time, thus giving players chance to bet on their hands. One hand only can win at one time.

Coin slots numbered 1, 2, 3, to correspond with different reels also numbered and coins played remain in view until next play on machine.

Handsome oak cabinet with metal front heavily nickeled plated.

Mounted on oak cabinet pedestal makes fine floor machine.

Size (Counter) 16 x 16 x 12 inches.
Weight 30 lbs.
Size (Cabinet) 60 x 16 x 12 inches.
Weight 70 lbs.
Price—Counter Style ... $22.00
   Full Length .... 30.00

CAILLE'S ROYAL JUMBO.

Finest all metal card machine in operation.

Beautiful case design with trimmings nickel plated.

Full size cards easily read at a distance.

Coin detector shows last coins played

Machine cannot be manipulated by means of handle. Has quick-change device which changes play to penny or nickel, as desired.

Extra large cash drawer which requires less attention and fewer collections.

Size 54 x 19 x 17 inches. Weight 90 lbs.
Price .................. $26.50
CAILLE'S JUMBO SUCCESS.

Next in rank to our Royal Jumbo. Case is simple in appearance, substantially built and contains strong, perfectly working mechanism. Has full size cards, nickel plated trimmings and is finished in Mexican Onyx. Furnished in counter style, if desired.

Size 52x18x15½ inches. Weight 70 lbs.
Size, Counter Style, 18x16x15½. Weight .5 lbs.
Price—Floor or Counter Style...$20.00

CAILLE'S GLOBE.

Most beautiful full-size counter card machine ever made.
Case entirely of metal, nickel plated. Mechanism strong and durable, also entirely of metal.
Full size cards easily read at a distance.
Very large money drawer under Yale lock.
Coin detector shows last coin played.
Globe cannot be manipulated in any way, and has lever that changes play from penny to nickel, as desired.
Size 15x12x10 inches. Weight 65 lbs.
Makes handsome floor machine, mounted on Royal Pedestal.
Price ...........................................$24.00
Price (on Royal Pedestal) .................... 33.00

CAILLE'S JOCKEY.

Has all the principal characteristics of the Jumbo Success but is a three-quarter size card machine, which occupies a space of only 16 square inches. Case and works are entirely of metal, former being richly finished in Mexican Onyx.
Quick change device which allows machine to be operated for pennies or nickels, as desired. Non-breakable wearing parts. Furnished in counter style if desired.
Size 50x16x10 inches. Weight 60 lbs.
Size, Counter Style. 20x12x10 inches. Weight 35 lbs.
Price (either Style)...................$17.00

CAILLE'S BANKER.

Has the same mechanism as the Good Luck but enclosed in more elaborate cabinet with large scrolled metal front, heavily nickled. Coin detector shows last coins played.
Mechanism is all metal and cannot be manipulated by means of handle.
Fitted with swivel base if so desired. For pennies or nickels.
Size 15x12x8 inches. Weight 12 lbs.
Price ..........................................$11.00
Price, on Swivel Base... 12.00
CAILLE’S GOOD LUCK.

Most popular card machine ever built. Small in size and price, but big in value. Cabinet of quartered oak with nickel plated trimmings. Fitted with lever by means of which play is changed from penny to nickel or vice versa as desired.

Extra large money compartment which displays all coins played. Fitted with swivel base when specified. Good Luck Special has elaborately decorated case resembling inlaid wood.

For pennies, nickels or dimes.
Size 12x10½x8¾ inches. Weight 10 lbs.
Price, Good Luck .......................... $10.00
Price, Good Luck (on swivel base) .... 11.50
Price, Good Luck (Special) .............. 12.50

CAILLE’S WINNER DICE.

Great trade stimulator. A winner in every sense of the word. Cabinet of iron, nicely carved and finished. Glass globe is six inches high and contains set of very best dice. By depositing coin and turning handle dice shake automatically. Cannot be beaten, and is so simply constructed that nothing can get out of order. Greatly increases sale of cigars, candy, etc.
Size 12x9x6 inches. Weight 10 lbs.
Price (Pennies or Nickels) .............. $10.00

CAILLE’S BEN HUR. (5 WAY)

Smallest automatic money paying machine made. Perfect in operation. Contains tube pay-out which eliminates chance of coins clogging. Latest coin detector shows last coins played and cannot be cheated. Fifty spaces on color wheel paying from 2 to 20 coins for one. Cabinet of golden oak, quartered and trimmed in nickel plate or oxidized copper.
Equipped with automatic percentage device plugging high colors when they are played and opening same when low colors are played.
Size 20x16x10 inches. Weight 50 lbs.
Price, Nickels ................................ $60.00
Price, Quarters ............................ 70.00

CAILLE’S OUR BABY. (5 WAY)

One of our clever counter nickel play machines. Built on the run-way principle and handy for pay days and holidays. Pays rewards from ten cents to one dollar. Dial has fifty spaces.
2 Lables, 8 Yellows, 4 White
18 Black, 18 White

Coin detector is simple and accurate, showing the last coins played. Flags in front register the last play. Cabinet of quartered oak; trimmings in nickel or oxidized copper.
Size 28x21x11 inches. Weight 35 lbs.
Price ........................................ $40.00
Combination Jackpot and regular pay out machine. When Jackpot is played and won all other money that is played goes to Jackpot, quickly filling it, causing players to again try their luck. Centaur has percentage device. When red or black is played all colors are open; when high colors are played they plug automatically. Color dial has 92 spaces, including 2 Jackpots. Rake-off may be set from 10 to 75%.

Quartered oak or mahogany cabinet; trimmings in nickel, bronze, or roman gold. Large cash drawer with Yale Lock. Furnished with or without music.

Size: 62 by 24 by 14 inches.
Weight, 250 lbs.
Price: For nickels, $150; for quarters, $155; for half dollars, $210. Music extra, $30.

CAILLE’S ECLIPSE. (6 WAY)

Similar to Centaur, but without Jackpot. Tube pay-out. Open pay wheel, 92 spaces. Automatic percentage device. High colors are open when red and black are played; closed when play is made on high colors.

Quartered oak or mahogany cabinet highly finished. Trimmings, nickel, oxidized or roman gold. Music if desired.

Size: 62 by 24 by 14 inches. Weight, 255 lbs.
Price: Nickels, $145; quarters, $160; half dollars, $175. Music extra, $30.

Our original machine with 36 color spaces on dial. Very popular idea, there being six different colors, and each paying 5 for 1. Open pay wheel. Tube pay-out insuring no clogging. Improved coin top with large registering flags. Machine earns one coin out of six played.

Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany with gold, nickel or bronze trimmings.

Size 62 x 24 x 14 inches. Weight 230 lbs.
Price: For nickels, $135; for quarters, $150; for half dollars, $165; music extra, $30.

CAILLE’S BIG SIX SPECIAL. (6 WAY)

Similar to Big Six above, but having only 12 color spaces on the dial, and numbered to correspond with the numbers on coin top.

Beautifully finished golden oak or mahogany cabinet. Trimmings in gold, nickel, or oxidized bronze.

An exceptionally good machine to revive trade where it has fallen off.

Size 62 x 24 x 14 inches. Weight 230 lbs.
Price: For nickels, $150; for quarters, $165; for half dollars, $180; music extra, $30.
CALLIE'S LONE STAR. (6 WAY)

An entirely new principle. Stationary dial, revolving arrow pointing out winning color. Tube pay-out system. Forty-five color spaces on dial, paying from 2 to 40 for one. The Lone Star will earn about 30% for operator. Dial lithographed on steel. Coin top very latest.

Cabinet of golden oak or mahogany, highly finished. Nickel, gold or bronze trimmings. Furnished with music if desired.

Size 22 x 24 x 14 inches. Weight 240 lbs.

Price: Nickels, $150; quarters, $165; half dollars, $180; music extra, $30.

CALLIE'S DETROIT. (6 WAY)

Our original exposed pay wheel machine. Very popular with players, for the simple reason that it appears to be free from plugs. However, has a clever percentage device inside that regulates earnings. Improved coin top. Pay wheel stops dial and causes pay-out to work. Strong, reliable mechanism. Cabinet of quartered oak with metal trimmings in nickel or antique. Furnished with music if desired.

Size 23 x 25 x 14 1/4 inches. Weight 280 lbs.

Price: Nickels, $125; for quarters, $140; for half dollars, $155; music extra, $30.

CALLIE'S FORTY-FIVE. (6 WAY)

Very popular. Has forty-five color spaces on dial, paying from two to forty for one. Equipped with tube pay-out. Improved coin top cannot be manipulated. Small notches on pay wheel for high colors, thus favoring machine and doing away with plugs. Earns about 30%.

Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany with trimmings in nickel, and antique or gold. Equipped with music if desired.

Size 22 x 24 x 14 inches. Weight 230 lbs.

Price: Nickel, $135; quarter, $150; half dollar, $165; music extra, $30.

CALLIE'S PUCK. (6 WAY)

One of the greatest selling machines ever placed on the market. Strong and accurate mechanism. Latest coin top. Cabinet of quartered oak, highly finished. Furnished with music when so ordered. Metal parts finished in nickel or bronze. Puck is equipped with an independent percentage system, giving any desired "percentage."

Size 23 x 25 x 14 1/4 inches. Weight 225 lbs.

Price: For nickels, $120; for quarters, $135; for half dollars, $150; music extra, $30.
CAILLE'S BLACK CAT. (6 WAY)

Introduced and made exclusively by us. A reliable Jackpot machine, having six pockets holding various amounts up to ten dollars, and are filled automatically. Equipped with percentage device to change the earnings of machine. Improved coin top. Back door to coin top, fitted with lock or catches, as desired. Large flags indicate pockets played. "Black Cat" furnished with music when so ordered. Cabinet of golden quartered oak, trimmed in nickel or bronze.
Size 63 x 35 x 14½ inches. Weight 265 lbs.
Price: Nickels, $130; quarters, $185; half dollars, $210; music extra, $30.

CAILLE'S BULL FROG.

A game of skill. Constructed like a Jackpot machine, having nine pockets that fill automatically. Coins played drop in front of cue. Player shoots coin across board to prize target, and if he fails in his aim, it may drop into one of nine pockets at bottom in which case corresponding Jackpot will empty if handle is operated. Winning pocket is indicated by flag.
Mechanism strong and simple. Coins cannot lap in detector. Coins in prize target released by key and pass to separate compartment. Percentage can be changed from 10 to 70%, as desired. Golden oak or mahogany cabinet. Trimmings, nickel or antique copper. Pin board covered with billiard cloth. Money box with metal door inside of cabinet.
Size 60 x 25 x 16 inches. Weight 185 lbs.
(Made for pennies or dimes, if desired).
Prices: Nickels, $160; quarters, $180.

CAILLE'S OWL. (5 WAY)

The leader of five slot machines. Has track pay-out system, warranted accurate. Color dial is divided into fifty spaces, paying from 10c to $1.00. Coin detector is positive and has removable front under lock. Cabinet handsomely finished of quartered oak and trimmed with nickel or oxidized copper. Music if desired.
Size 62½ x 33½ x 14½ inches. Weight 155 lbs.
Price: Nickels only, $75. Music extra, $30.

CAILLE'S YANKEE.

Counter style Jackpot machine. Similar to Bull Frog. Has five money pockets. Prize target releases coins automatically. Coin lodging in slot at top of pockets permits corresponding pocket to be dumped when handle is operated. Coin detector shows last coin played. Yankee has large clamp to lock it to counter. Quartered oak cabinet, nickel-plated trimmings. Billiard cloth on pin board.
Size 24 x 22 x 14 inches. Weight 75 lbs.
Price: Nickels, $60; quarters, $70.
Furnished in cabinet pedestal if desired, making a handsome floor machine.
Size 62 x 22 x 14 inches; weight 120 lbs.
Price: Nickels, $75; quarters, $90.
CAILLE'S TWIN CENTAUR. (12 WAY)

Combination nickel and quarter or quarter and half dollar play. Contains all the great features of the single Centaur described on page 22 including percentage device to regulate earning. Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany, trimmed with nickel plate, Roman Gold or antique. Fitted with casters, so it is easily moved. Music if desired.

Size 62 x 46 x 14 inches.

Weight 440 lbs.

Price: Nickel and quarter, $375; quarter and half dollar, $405; music extra, $35.

CAILLE'S CENTAUR—LONE STAR TWIN. (12 WAY)

See descriptions of Centaur, page 22 and Lone Star, page 24. This pair will earn more money than any three single machines. Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany. Trimmings of nickel, antique or roman gold. Casters on legs. Music furnished if desired.

Size 62 x 46 x 14 inches.

Weight 425 lbs.

PRICES

Nickel and quarter......$350
Quarter and half dollar 380
Music extra ............ 35

CAILLE'S BIG SIX—ECLIPSE TWIN. (12 WAY)

Great combination. Eclipse has percentage which plucks high colors when played and leaves them open when low colors are played. Big Six has no percentage but is a sure winner. See single machine on pages 22 and 23. Cabinet quartered oak or mahogany. Trimmings nickel, antique or roman gold. Casters on legs. Equipped with music if desired.

Size 62 x 46 x 14 inches.

Weight 425 lbs.

PRICES

Nickel add quarter......$295
Quarter add half dollar 330
Music extra ............ 35
CAILLE'S LONE STAR—"FORTY FIVE"
TWIN. (12 WAY)

Another "liberal" combination. No plugging system. Both machines have fair percentage. See descriptions, page 24. Forty-five color spaces on dials. "Forty-Five" has revolving dial. "Lone Star" has stationary dial, the arrow revolving. Quartered oak or mahogany cabinet. Trimmings nickel, antique or roman gold. Equipped with casters. Music if desired.

Size 62 x 46 x 14 inches.
Weight 490 pounds.

PRICES
Nickel and quarter .......... $300
Quarter and half dollar .... 335
Music extra ............. 35

CAILLE'S TWIN DETROIT.

The "Detroit" is the original exposed pay wheel machine. Other makes are imitations. Has the appearance of having no plugs but has a percentage system. "Rake-off" can be changed from 25 to 50%. Our Detroit has been rightly termed the "Honest John." Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany. Nickel or oxidized trimmings. Large casters. Music when ordered.

Size 63 x 48 x 15 inches.
Weight 425 pounds.

PRICES
Nickels and quarters . $270
Quarters and half dollars .... 305
Music extra ................ 35

CAILLE'S TWIN PUCK.

Two machines in one, representing the oldest type of six-slot machines in existence. Mechanism strongly built. Coin detector shows last coins. Puck is equipped with percentage device to regulate earnings. Six colors on nickel machine, paying from ten cents to two dollars, and six colors on quarter machine, paying from fifty cents to ten dollars.

Cabinet of quartered oak with piano finish.
Nickel or antique bronze trimmings.

Size 63 x 48 x 15 inches.
Shipping weight 425 pounds.

Price. Nickel and quarter ........ $285
Quarter and half dollar ....... 335
Music extra ................ 35

CAILLE'S PEERLESS ROULETTE.

(7 WAY)

The only large successful Roulette made. For nickels or quarters. When coin is played and handle operated, wheel revolves, throwing ball around rim until it drops again into one of the little pockets on wheel. If this is a winning pocket, machine automatically pays out the rewards.

Peerless has perfect coin detector which keeps coins separated and shows last coins played. Equipped with device that locks pay-out tube when machine is tipped. Improved non-clogging pay-out system which shakes coins into pay tube and pays accurately all rewards.

Nickel machine pays from 10c to $2; quarter machine from 50c to $10.
Color dial has 60 spaces under heavy French plate glass.

Size 44 x 28 x 28 inches. Weight 225 pounds.
Price: Nickels, $350; quarters, $400.
Caille's Mixed Triplet. (18 Way)

Centaur Nickel, Eclipse Quarter, Lone Star Half Dollar. Where location is suitable this combination is unequaled. Eclipse and Centaur have percentage system. Lone Star has no plugging device but returns a snug profit. Mixed Triplets may be had in various combinations at prices of single machines. Casters on legs. Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany. Trimmed in nickel, oxidized copper or roman gold. Music when desired.
Size 70 x 62 x 14 inches. Weight 600 pounds.
Price $528; music extra $40.

Caille's Eclipse Triplet. (18 Way)

Nickel, quarter and half dollar play. See description of single machine, page 22. Percentage device can be set "liberal" or "strong," as desired. Furnished in any combination at single machine prices. Casters on legs. Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany. Nickel, oxidized copper or roman gold trimmings. Music when ordered.
Size 70 x 62 x 14 inches. Weight 600 lbs.
Price $480; music extra, $40.

Caille's New Way.

Makes the big machines legal. A simple gum vending device attached to the large money machines giving package of gum at each operation. Allowed where the straight money machine is not permitted. Consists of six gum chutes, simply constructed allowing only one package for one coin. Gum for same supplied at $7.50 per 1000 packages.

Used in connection with Caille's Puck, Detroit Eclipse, Lone Star, Forty-five and Big Six.

Price . . . . . $40.00

Metal Checks.

We maintain one of the largest check making plants in the United States and are in a position to make checks of any size or thickness and for any purpose.

Cent size checks for use in Penny Arcades by attendants when called upon to operate machines we can furnish in brass in lots of 100 for $2.00. Lots of 250 for $3.00; lots of 500 for $5.00; lots of 1000 for $9.00.

For larger checks or for various other styles consult our check price list which will be sent on request.
CAILLE'S CHECK PAYING DEVICE.

Used in connection with the Eclipse, Lone Star, Big Six, Forty-five, Detroit and Puck. A clever device by which the big machines may be used as straight money or check payers. Equipped with separating attachment that delivers all coins to the rake-off and all checks to tube. Requires no refilling of check tube as same loads automatically. Must be fitted to machines at our factory. Two hundred and fifty checks with each Check Device.

Price for Nickels or Quarters $30.00

CAILLE'S CHECK FEEDER.

An apparatus that consists of a circular battery of tubes holding 1,000 checks, which are stamped "Good for Five cents in Trade." All coins or checks played into machine go to the "Rake-off," and all rewards are paid from the Check Feeder. This device is fitted only to the "PUCK DETROIT, LONE STAR, FORTY-FIVE, ECLIPSE and BIG SIX" and makes them allowable in many closed districts.

Price (5c) $30.00
Price (25c) $35.00
CAILLE'S SCOP-O-PHONE.

Combination picture and song machine. Quartered oak cabinet. Beveled plate glass exposing talking machine, improved lenses and holders allowing glasses to be easily cleaned. Rubber hearing tubes with ear cups.


If desired will furnish motor for alternating current 110 volts 60 cycles. Special metal hearing tubes, if desired. Direct motor, any voltage up to 220, and alternating of same voltage, any number of cycles.

Size (with frame), 75 x 24 x 18 inches. Weight 190 lbs.
Price $100.00.

CAILLE'S CAIL-O-PHONE.

STYLE A.

An improved "talking machine." Perfect mechanical construction; rubber tubes and ear cups; finest reproducer; slot opening for U. S. cent; quartered oak cabinet, highly polished; beveled plate glass. Equipped with direct motor of 110 volts. Operates directly from electric motor to "Talking machine."

Will equip as follows when desired:
Coin slot for any coin; alternating motor of 110 volts, 60 cycles; spiral metal hearing tubes; direct motor, any voltage to 220 and alternating motor to 220 volts, any number cycles.

STYLE B.

Same as above but equipped with spring motor, which is wound by an electric motor.

Size (with frame), 72 x 23 x 17 inches. Weight 120 lbs.
Price—Style "B." 70.00
CAILLE’S CAIL-O-SCOPE.

Entirely automatic. Shows 18 views. Over 100 operations with one winding.
Views are placed in frames on revolving reel and all pass in same focus of powerful double lenses. Electric light is thrown on either side of view, thus permitting the use of transparent or opaque pictures.
Fan governor controls time of exposure. Special attachment to facilitate changing of views.
Cabinet of quartered oak. Nickel-plated trimmings, carved metal legs.
Size (with sign), 73 x 22 x 20 inches. Weight 100 lbs.
Price $40.00

CAILLE’S AUTO MUTO.

Holds 48 views, showing 12 for one coin under electric light.
Mechanism is simple and durable, operated by depositing coin and pulling large handle down.
Cabinet of quartered oak, highly finished. Nickel trimmings.
Just the machine for billiard parlors, saloons and all public places.
Size 56 x 22 x 50 inches. Weight 110 lbs.
Price $50.00.
If wired for battery light, $2.50 extra.
Price $50.00.

CAILLE’S ELECTRIC WAVE.

An electrical device, soothing to the nerves and a valuable aid to delicate persons. Invigorates and strengthens. Perfectly constructed, showing the actual working mechanism, and has large dial and an indicator that registers amount of electricity given out. Equipped with “shut off” device that allows only a certain portion for each coin. Operates with dry batteries. Select quartered oak cabinet. Nickel trimmings. Large money box.
Size 84 x 25 x 15 inches. Weight 265 lbs.
Price $90.

CAILLE’S DOCTOR VIBRATOR.

Immensely popular and sure to take well in any public place. A sure cure for the “blues.” Adds strength and vigor to life. Gives 2000 health vibrations in ten seconds.
Equipped with powerful motor that starts when coin is placed in slot and runs the vibrator 2000 times, as indicated by arrow above.
Large money box under Yale lock. Select quarter sawed oak cabinet. Nickel trimmings.
Size 84 x 25 x 15 inches. Shipping weight, 265 lbs.
Price $100.
CAILLE'S SIMPLEX.

A practical medical battery. Current under control of patron. Indicator registers amount of electricity used. Automatic time limit shuts off machine when a fair amount of current has been given off. Simplex is equipped with two batteries capable of running machine at least $500 times.

The Simplex can be used anywhere. Valuable to doctors and dentists in their offices. Entirely of metal except base, which is of oak. Money drawer under lock. Nickeled case. Dial and mechanism exposed through glass.

Mounted on handsome royal pedestal if desired.

Size 28 x 14 x 8 inches. Weight 35 lbs.

Price $25
On Royal Pedestal, size 72x19x19 inches. Weight 95 lbs.
Price $35.

CAILLE'S AUTOMATIC BOWLING ALLEY.

The “real” game on a reduced scale. Player drops coin in slot and operates crank, which throws a ball in front of aiming tube. Ball is then shot from tube, which may be aimed in any direction. To reset pins, simply press button on upper part of machine. Pins are well made.

Polished oak cabinet, trimmed in nickel.
Large attractive sign accompanies each machine.

Metal pedestal finished in Mexican onyx, enamel, and gold.

Size 64 x 22 x 10 inches. Weight 75 lbs.

Price $35.

---

CAILLE'S DUPLEX POST CARD MACHINE.

Four slot style. Delivers one card for each cent. Four slots may be played at one time. Large display frame shows great assortment of cards. Spacious chamber below for storing extra cards.

Cash drawer in front is extra large. Mechanical construction is perfect.

Cabinet of selected oak, quarter sawed. Legs and trimmings of metal, nickeled.

Size 80 x 36 x 14 inches. Weight 150 lbs.
Price (including 1000 post cards), $75.00.
CAILLE'S TRUE LOVE LETTER MACHINE.

Embodying an up-to-date principle, delivering genuine hand-written post cards, to be filled in only with names and addresses. Cards are reproductions of real love letters selected from matrimonial agencies. Catchy heart-shaped sign at top with metal bust of "Cupid," giving great attractiveness to machine. Cabinet of oak, quartered sawed in golden brown finish. Large cash drawer under Yale lock. Nickel plated trimmings and onyx columns.

A profitable machine in any location. 500 love letters free with each machine.

Size 80 x 22 x 14 inches. Weight 100 lbs.

Price $45.

Love cards per 1000, $3.00; lots of 5000 or more at $2.50 per 1000.

CAILLE'S RUBBER NECK.

Novel lung test machine. Large and attractive. When coin is deposited in the slot a steady blow on the mouthpiece attached to rubber tube slowly raises coon's head, which twists from side to side, creating great interest. Pressure of blow is registered on large dial. At 250, six colored lights show, and at 450 a large bell rings, at 500 money is refunded to cup in front. Quartered oak cabinet trimmed in nickel or antique copper. Glass front and sides. Large money drawer under Yale lock.

Size 94 x 23 x 20. Weight 200 lbs.

Price $85.

CAILLE'S TOWER GRIP AND BLOW.

Two machines in one. Large dial registers the strength of grip or power of the lungs, whichever way the machine is used, and is graduated from 1 to 500. Colored electric lights on the tower are lighted as indicator travels around dial. Bell rings at 300, which attracts attention of others. Printed tables give average grip and lung power of various trades and professions. Quartered oak cabinet, nickel trimmings. Tower in bright red enamel, nicely striped. Valuable machine for arcades, etc.

Size 120 x 18 x 12 inches. Weight 175 lbs.

Price $65.
CAILLE'S TOWER LIFTER.

Most popular lifting machine made. The electric lights and bell attract the crowds. Tower with ten electric lamps of different colors. Large bell at top. Dial registers accurately to 1000 lbs. Lamps light automatically and consequently as each hundred pounds is lifted. Bell rings at 500, continuing until lift is ended. Lamps go out one by one slowly.

Lifting handles are adjustable for different heights of persons. Made for one or two hand-lifting tests. Mahogany finished cabinet. Tower of red enamel. Nickel trimmings.

Size, 120 x 24 x 16 inches. Weight 175 lbs.

Price, $50.

---

CAILLE'S ATLAS LIFTER.


Size 74 x 24 x 14 inches. Weight 95 lbs.

Price $25.

---

CAILLE'S RED TOP LIFTER.

Massive and attractive. Just the machine for penny arcades. Top finished in rich red enamel, cabinet of quartered oak. Nickel plated metal parts. Large dial is 16 inches in diameter in several colors and registers to 2000 lbs. Electric bell rings at 1000 lbs.

Handles are adjustable to any height and can be used for one or two-hand lift.

Size, 80 x 24 x 18 inches. Weight 124 lbs.

Price, $50.00.

---

CAILLE'S SWISS MUSIC BOX.

An up-to-date arrangement containing the very best imported Swiss musical movement, which has large nine-inch-cylinder and plays eight melodious tunes. Can be set to change or repeat the airs and has a safety device on the spring, preventing too tight winding.

Has penny-in-slot attachment that is perfect in operation. Just the thing for places where the large, expensive instruments would be unprofitable. Counter style or on pedestal.

Size 52 x 18 x 10 inches.

Price $35.
CAILLE'S MASCOT GRIP AND BLOW.

Combination Lung Test and Grip machine. Large dial is in colors and studded with electric lamps that light automatically as the pointer travels around the dial. Bell rings at 500. Average grip and lung power of persons of different trades and professions are shown on printed tables beneath dial. Nicely polished quartered oak cabinet with nickel or oxydized metal parts.

Size 60 x 18 x 12 inches. Weight 115 lbs. Price $50. Also made in counter style. Size, 24 x 10 x 10 inches. Weight, 50 pounds. Price $35.00.

CAILLE'S HERCULES GRIP TEST.

Entirely of metal. A simple but perfectly constructed grip test machine that registers on the dial the power of the muscles in hand and forearm. Dial in colors. Entire machine richly finished, top part enameled and striped, column in Mexican onyx.

Size 65 x 10 x 10 inches. Weight 90 lbs. Price $20.

Counter style—Size, 18 x 10 x 10 inches. Weight, 26 lbs. Price $15.

CAILLE'S UNCLE SAM GRIP MACHINE.

Unique strength test. By gripping Uncle Sam's hand the arrow travels around dial. At 300 a bell rings which attracts attention. Large iron bust of Uncle Sam in beautiful colors, mounted on quartered oak cabinet. Attractive sign surmounts the whole machine.

Size 76 x 22 x 12 inches. Weight 115 lbs. Price $50.

CAILLE'S AJAX PUSH AND DOUBLE GRIP.

One of our latest strength-testing machines. Large dial registers the strength of your grip or your pushing power up to 1000 pounds. Bell rings at 500 pounds and continues until plunger is pushed in front of machine. All metal construction finished in colored enamel and Mexican onyx. Nickel trimmings. Large nickeled sign at top.

Size 82 x 22 x 19 inches. Weight 150 lbs. Price $60.
Caille's Olympia Puncher.


Olympia has hugging handles to show strength of chest and muscles of the arm.

Dial registers force of blow.

Size 30 x 22 x 10 inches. Weight 125 lbs.

Price $35.

Caille's Ajax Puncher.

Place penny in slot and give direct punch to leather-covered bag which is placed at convenient height for all. Sixteen-inch dial registers to 2000 lbs. Electric bell rings at 1000 lbs. Pushing plunger in front releases arrow and stops bell ringing.

Ajax is also used as a hugging machine by means of back handles. Leather bag will not injure the hands. Dial is in colors, hand finished. Pugilistic records shown also.

Built of metal finished in Mexican onyx and nickel.

Size 82 x 22 x 19 inches. Weight 150 pounds.

Price $60.00.

Caille's Apollo Muscle Test.

A very popular strength testing machine. Life-size iron figure of an athlete is mounted on cabinet with right arm extended. The object is to twist his arm down. Large dial at top registers power of your muscles in pounds to 600 and large electric bell rings at 300. The massive appearance of the Apollo attracts attention. The bust of athlete is made of cast iron and enameled in life-like colors. Cabinet is red enameled, striped in gold. Nickel trimmings. Platform is of cast iron and enameled.

Size 96 x 22 x 18 inches. Weight 290 lbs.

Price $110.
CAILLE'S "TUG-O-WAR."
(Platform Style)

This will pull the money. The strange appearance attracts attention. Drop coin in slot and pull rope. Arrow records your "pull" on the dial, which registers up to 1000 pounds. Bell rings at 750 pounds and a devil's head appears at the top. Body of boy is of cast iron, richly enameled and mounted on handsome oak platform. Nicely lettered sign at top.
Size 72 x 18 x 10 inches. Weight 140 lbs.
Price $50.

CAILLE'S "TUG-O-WAR."
(Cabinet Style)

Designed especially for Penny Arcades and Amusement Parlors. Requires less space than the foregoing style. Embodies the same principles.
Handsome quartered golden oak cabinet highly finished. Metal figure of boy is richly enameled.
Size 34 x 20 x 14 inches. Weight 190 lbs.
Price $75.

CAILLE'S MYSTIC WHEELS.

Two machines, one for ladies, one for gentlemen. Tells complete fortune and shows photograph of future husband or wife. Reels revolve in different directions. Fortunes are plainly printed and are up-to-date. Photos are true to life. Equipped with large sign in nickedled frame which makes machine conspicuous.
Built entirely of iron and finished in enamel and Mexican onyx. Gold and nickel trimmings. Positively will not get out of order.
Size 74 x 19 x 19 inches. Weight 75 lbs. each.
Price (single machine $25) In pair, $45.
CAILLE'S "TEDDY BEAR."

Very amusing and profitable counter gum machine. Entirely automatic. Dropping penny in slot causes "Teddy" to make a complete somersault and machine delivers stick of gum. Case is of metal, highly finished in green and gold, and is absolutely waterproof. Impossible to rob machine of money or gum. Special attachment throws out all slugs of iron or steel.

A practical counter machine, but can be fastened to posts or wall by means of brackets which we furnish complete for 75 cents extra.

Size 16 x 12 x 6 inches. Weight 15 pounds.

Price (including 1000 pieces of gum), $17.50.

Gum for above, $3.50 per 1000 pieces.

CAILLE'S PERFECT.

Waterproof candy and peanut vending machine. Globe holds 9½ pounds, displaying contents from all sides. It is filled from top, so there is no danger of breaking globe or losing coins from cash box. Separate locks on top and bottom doors. Operator may change them as often as desired to guard against "lockpicking."

Positive coin detector rejects all iron or steel slugs. Cannot be manipulated. Mechanism is strong and is not affected by salt. Case finished in special baked enamel. Perfect furnished in following styles:

Counter Style—Size, 20 x 9 x 9 inches. Weight 22 pounds.

Price $12.

On Pedestal—Size, 56 x 9 x 9 inches. Weight 50 pounds.

Price $15.

Twin Style—Size, 56 x 19 x 9 inches. Weight, 110 pounds.

Price $30.

CAILLE'S HAPPY HOME.

This interesting machine foretells your wedding date. Placing a coin in slot and pushing the button causes shade in the upper window to rise, showing the apartments of a happy newly married couple. The room is well furnished and creates great fun and laughter.

Mechanism is perfect and will not get out of order. Equipped with "time limit," allowing shade to stay up about fifteen seconds, then drops. House is well designed and strongly made. Large, attractive signs, hand painted.

Size, 50 x 22 x 18 inches. Weight 90 lbs.

Price, $50.

CAILLE'S CHECK SORTER.

Valuable to operators of machines in quantities. An attachment to coin top by which a specially made check for your private use only is admitted to slots. Rejects all ordinary Bell checks. Furnished only on new Bell machines when so ordered. Prevents custom of players carrying away your checks, as same cannot be used in other machines; also will not allow other operators' checks to be used in your machine.

Price, $7.50.
CAILLE'S WEIGHT TELLER.

Our finest all-metal scale. Built for use anywhere in or outdoors under all conditions. Absolutely weather proof.

The mechanism finished in enamel and nickel-plate shows through face of machine. Amusing to patrons. Easily adjusted to weigh accurately at all times. Platform is fitted with steel bearings, imported from Sweden, and "stops" which prevent rough usage.

The Weight Teller cannot be cheated and only one person can be weighed for one coin. Printed tables on under dial give proper weights for persons of different heights.

Finish: Top in rich red enamel, striped in gold; column in dark green enamel; embossings in aluminum; base in Mexican onyx; platform and trimmings in nickel-plate.

Size 72 x 24 x 19 inches. Weight 195 lbs.
Price $75.

CAILLE'S WEIGHT TELLER, WITH HEIGHT ROD.

Same as above, with graduated measuring rod in connection, which is not controlled by coin, but can be used by patrons free. It induces them to get their weight. Rod and fixtures are nickel. A valuable addition to the Weight Teller and will pay for itself in a short time. Adds 5 lbs. to shipping weight.

Price of Weight Teller with Height Rod, $80.

CAILLE'S WASHINGTON SCALE.

Most attractive and best paying scale on the market. Built on colonial lines. Stands seven feet high. Large platform, 14 inches square. Nickel-plated.

Coin slot is low, so children as well as adults can use it. Handsome dial, 15 inches in diameter, lithographed in 12 colors, surmounted by carved metal frame in nickel plate. Big metal money box under Yale lock.

Cabinet of extra quality, quartered oak. All metal parts nickel plated except base, which is enameled.

Size 28 x 28 x 12 inches. Weight 180 lbs.
Price $75.

CAILLE'S CADILLAC SCALE.

Finest low-priced scale. Absolutely reliable. Entirely of metal and weather proof. The only spring used is the weighing spring, which is made of imported steel spring wire, warranted to stand heat and cold and keep its tensile strength. Each scale is tested by government weights and sealed before leaving factory.

Enamel in red, with nickel trimmings.
Size 68 x 24 x 19 inches. Weight 150 lbs.
Price $40.

CAILLE'S MUSICAL SCALE.

One of our latest weighing machines. A big money maker wherever placed. Cabinet of quartered oak or mahogany finish. Nickel trimmings. Large fifteen inch dial with beveled mirror center.

Music movement is imported direct from Switzerland and plays eight tunes. Mounted on special sounding box. Winding device prevents over-winding. Special weighing springs. Large money box under lock.

Size 86 x 28 x 13 inches. Weight 205 lbs.
Price $110.00.
CAILLE'S WEIGHT VENDER.

Tells your weight, delivers a piece of gum or gives box of matches for one cent. Three slots, each independent of the others. To obtain weight, drop cent in center slot and scale works automatically. For gum or matches, drop cent in slot so marked, and push corresponding plunger. Package drops into cup below.

The Weight Vender has accurate mechanism and specially imported weighing spring. Tested with government weights. Wood cabinet has seven coats of weatherproof enamel. Iron base and trimmings highly finished. Large fifteen-inch dial in two colors. Large money box.

Size 62 x 25 x 18 inches. Weight 250 lbs. Price $135.00.

CAILLE'S SECURITY HASP.

Made to cover the regular lock on the cabinet to prevent tampering with the latter. Heavily made of brass and highly nickeled. Fastened to case with screws which are hidden when padlock is clamped on. Operators may change padlock as often as desired to eliminate chances of picking locks. Can be attached to all makes of machines.

Price, with Padlock, $2.50

CAILLE'S TICKET CHOPPER.

Necessary wherever tickets are used. Will prevent fraud. Cuts up or cancels tickets so they can not be used again. Not so badly, however, that the numbers cannot be read. A turn of the wheel does the trick. Chopping rollers are best tool steel, die cut and work accurately. The Ticket Chopper is a protection to honest ticket takers, as it removes temptation. Equipped with foot lever if desired.

Cabinet of finest golden quartered oak, highly polished. Metal parts in rich enamel or nickel, as desired. Glass of quarter-inch French plate.


CAILLE'S SECURITY TICKET BOX.

Same as above, less the "chopping rollers" and mechanism. Built expressly for those who do not require the more expensive "chopper." Tickets are deposited by patrons upon entering. Has trap to dump tickets into apartment below.

Price $35.
CAILLE'S PEDESTALS.

Popular priced and will serve any purpose. Made in five styles.


Height, 38 inches. Weight, 20 pounds. Price, $4.75.


Size 31 x 19 x 16 inches. Weight 85 pounds. Price (with music), $40. Without music, $25.

CAILLE'S MONEY CHANGERS.

For pennies, nickels or quarters. Great savers of time, and eliminate mistakes. Insures speed and accuracy in making change. Tubes are gauged to show amount contained. Made of metal in the following styles:

No. 1. MULTI-TUBE PENNY CHANGER has one lever, which when pressed cuts out five pennies, one from each tube. Holds $5.00 in pennies. Price, $6.00.

No. 2. MULTI-TUBE NICKEL CHANGER has two levers. Pressure on one cuts out two nickels; on other lever, changer pays out five nickels. Holds $25.00 in nickels. Price, $8.00.

If desired, either of above mounted on quartered oak cabinet with two cash drawers under Yale lock at slight additional cost, center illustration.

No. 3. SINGLE-TUBE PENNY CHANGER delivers five pennies at each operation of lever. Holds $2.50 in pennies. Price, $2.00.

No. 4. SINGLE-TUBE NICKEL CHANGER delivers two nickels at each operation, and five nickels when side lever is held down. Holds $10.00 in nickels. Price $2.50.

No. 5. Similar to No. 3 but has scrolled nickel plated base raising the coin tube about six inches above counter or table. SINGLE-TUBE QUARTER CHANGER, cuts out two quarters when lever is pressed. Holds $50.00 in quarters. Price, $6.00.

No. 6. Same as No. 5, but for Canadian pennies, pays out five pennies at each operation of lever. Holds $2.50. Price, $6.50.
MACHINES ON SHARES.

Opportunities to place machines out on percentage or shares arise everywhere. This means that the owner of machines puts them in different locations and gives the proprietor 25 per cent or more for the place and reserves the balance. This rate differs in some instances and usually depends upon the locality and the kind of device operated.

Every store is suitable for some kind of a machine and the profits are sure to be beyond expectation. Such places as Railway Depots, Waiting Rooms, Hotels, etc., are certainly fine for weighing machines and gum vendors, or in fact anything along this line.

This booklet gives you but a fair idea of the different types of machines so it is really necessary that you fill in the attached post card, affix a one cent stamp to it and return to us. This may be the means of placing you in a good financial condition, such as is now being enjoyed by numerous operators everywhere.

TERMS AND HOW TO ORDER.

Our products are the very best that can be made and the prices quoted are low, considering quality. All transactions are made on a cash basis. Make remittances by New York or Chicago bank draft, certified check or post-office or express order. If you do not wish to send full amount with order deposit it with your express agent who will write or wire your order. Machines will be forwarded by express, C. O. D., or by freight, with draft attached to bill of lading, but in either case we request a deposit of one-third with order as a guarantee of good faith.

For references, look us up in Dun's or Bradstreet's Commercial Ratings.